Immortalization of human extravillous cytotrophoblasts by human papilloma virus gene E6E7: sequential cytogenetic and molecular genetic characterization.
Extravillous cytotrophoblast (EVCT) cultures from the normal placentas of three pregnant women were transfected by HPVE6E7. Sequential cytogenetic and molecular analyses were performed to delineate genetic events that may be critical for cell immortalization. One line, PE1-E6E7, was immortalized successfully, whereas 2 other lines, PE3-E6E7 and PE4-E6E7, could not be maintained beyond crisis. Before crisis, the majority of cells in all lines were karyotypically normal. During the early stages of crisis, there was progressive telomere shortening. Most cells were karyotypically abnormal, with extreme cytogenetic divergence and a predominance of telomeric association and dicentric chromosomes affecting many chromosomes. At the later stages of crisis, the karyotype became more convergent with a drastic decrease in nonclonal aberrations. In PE1-E6E7, after crisis the karyotype was complex, with frequent centromeric rearrangements in the form of isochromosomes and whole-arm translocations. There were unbalanced structural aberrations and numerical changes, including loss of chromosome 13, that could be traced throughout the evolution of the line. These findings support the concept that immortalization is a relatively rare and nonrandom event that occurs only in cells that have acquired the necessary or critical genetic alterations. Telomeric dysfunction may be an important mechanism leading to the acquisition of complex karyotypical aberrations.